
Technical data sheet:

base: made of high-density polyethylene HDPE (fully recyclable), reinforced with 2 steel flat 
bars 12x3 mm

rim and tread made of polypropylene PP, 2 fixed and 2 swivel castors
roller bearings, wheel diameter - 108 mm

castor set: 

load capacity: up to 500 kg
walls: side panels made of round steel tube, diameter 22 mm, 

infilled with 12x3 mm flat steel bars

temperature resistance: -20°C to +60°C
surface finish: zinc electro-plated Cr3 (blue)

Product description:
Our FP ”Mobile Shelves” roll container consists of a base plate fitted with 2 fixed castors and 2 swivel castors.  
The base is made of recyclable HDPE plastic, additionally reinforced on the underside with two steel flat bars. 
The castors are made entirely of polypropylene and have a diameter of 108 mm, mounted on roller bearings. This design makes transporting 
goods easy, as it ensures smooth rolling on smooth floors. 
Furthermore, the castors can withstand temperatures from-20°C to +60°C. 
All metal parts of the container are zinc electro-plated Cr3 (blue) 
Container with 3 shelves - 0° or 20° inclination (forwards or backwards). 
Open structure along the long side. 
Other base colours available on request (RAL). 
Large selection of accessories (carrying handles, covers, load securing straps, etc.).

 Roll container typetype FP ”Mobile shelves” 
 815x724x1790 mm (shelves’ angle of tilting 0° or 20° leaning back/forward)
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3-sided variant:
with 3 shelves at an angle of 20°

  length   width    height
 external dimensions:   815 mm   724 mm   1790 mm
 internal dimensions:   750 mm   1600 mm  680 mm

3-sided variant:
with 3 not-tilted shelves

  length   width    height
 external dimensions:   815 mm   724 mm   1790 mm
 internal dimensions:   750 mm   1600 mm  680 mm
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shelves can be tilted at an angle 
of 0° or 20° (leaning back or forward)

shelves tilted at an angle of 20° metal base, shelves non-tilted

zinc electro-plated Cr3 (blue)

wide selection of castor sets

handles can be installed

wide selection of colors (RAL palette) to be chosen from


